Member of the Month – Regina Huber
fwa.org/spotlight/member-of-the-month-regina-huber/

Meet the March 2019 FWA Member of the Month and see what she is doing in the Financial
community.
Please tell us about your FWA journey so far!
I joined the FWA about 2 years ago after someone
mentioned the organization to me. I decided to find
out more about the FWA online and applied!
When I joined, I wanted to get involved very quickly
because I believe it’s the best way to network and
get more visibility. After a call with Ria Davis
(Executive Director) and Nina Batson (Executive Vice
President), I became Co-Chair for the Distinguished
Speakers Committee, and later for the Executive
Speakers Committee.

Regina Huber, Executive Leaders
Committee Co-chair

My experience as Co-Chair has been very fulfilling so far: It has given me more visibility as a
speaker at events and additional contacts that help expand my coaching business. For
example, I ran a workshop for members focusing on Distinctive Uniqueness and spoke at two
closing sessions of the Wall Street Exchange Summer Program as well as another event
during the first year, and I have also been offered several speaking opportunities at
financial institutions by FWA members, which eventually resulted in private coaching clients
from those firms.
How does your focus on your Powerful Leadership Transformation (PLT) TM benefit
professionals in the financial services industry?
In the United States, my observation is that women in finance enjoy my content because it
focuses on an Empowering Mindset, Distinctive Uniqueness and a Body-Conscious Presence.
These concepts are not usually brought up at work. That being said, women understand
how these concepts relate to their working environment and how they benefit them to drive
their careers. In addition to my own IP, I also added Conversational Intelligence (C-IQ)® to
my repertoire. It’s a powerful tool for leaders to navigate more successfully through team
conversations, and for anyone to upgrade their negotiation competence.
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